SPIRIT WEEK

Paul Young & Anne Schubert

Dressed to show their patriotic pride!

Nicole Premo, Molly O'Brien, Emily Lowery and Paige Charboneau.

Seventh graders dressed up for Costume Day.

Hey! It's the Candy Man!
GO RAIDERS!

Let's hear it for the red, white and blue!

What a colorful bunch!

Sixth graders get in the groove for '60's Day.

Eighth Grader: Matt Wollack

Why can't every day be Costume Day? This is fun!
Below: Michelle Steiner, Bryn Smetana, Lindsay Williams, Laura Moehle and Christine Reuter make up part of the Hillside Cross Country Team.

Right: The Hillside cheerleaders rev up the crowd to cheer the football players on to victory.

Above: The seventh grader girls basketball team stretch before tip off.

Right: Bryn Smetana stays focused as she runs to the finish line for the cross country team.
Above: Anna Jachimowicz and Megan Monticcioli cheer their hearts out.

Left: The Hillside Cheerleaders ham it up for the camera.

Below: Despite an injury, Lindsay Williams still shows up to support the team.

Left: Football players prepare for the big game ahead.

Below:

Above: Anna Jachimowicz and Megan Monticcioli cheer their hearts out.

Lindsay Williams keeps up a good pace at the Walled Lake Invitational.

Above: Michelle Gerblick, Alex Richett and Taylor Pollifrone work the concession stand at our night game against Meads.
Looking Back on the Good Times

Andrea Firlit, Jackie Taylor, Nicole Premo and Lauren Hill.

Karina Puskorius takes a break from her work.

Looking back on the good times.

Getting ready for the rebound!

Matt Fleming hams it up for the yearbook cameras.

Kenny McKinnor needs to get busy!

Joey Commire admires his artwork!
Kelly Weickel and Kyle Richard look like they are in no hurry to get to lunch.

Clay Paciorek and Jim Caroll enjoy the Media Center’s annual Book Fair.

Katie Bezak puts the final touches on her paper mache’ creation.

Sarah Pilarz gets back to work!

Above: Karen Nelson, Kelly Maximiuk and Cory Potter enjoy a minute in Life Skills class.

Left: Looks like these eighth graders are planning some new recipes.
Team 6B helps out the special needs students in Mrs. McKay's room.

Lizzy Kerr wears a paint smock as she puts her talents to work in Art class.

Student Council gets together for a photo after the meeting.

The sixth grade woodwind section gets distracted by the camera.

These folks pitch in to make Hillside look great on "Make a Difference Day"
Left: Casey Gingell and the mystery man in dark glasses are ready for some Halloween fun!

Below: Everyone gets into Spirit Week by dressing the part... well almost everyone!

Left: Alisa Tykal and Kristen Fiscus wear their uniforms on game day. Hey, what's with the "Cooke" jersey?

Above: These seventh graders enjoy cider and donuts, compliments of the PTSA.
Directly below: Taking time out to relax!

Bottom photo: The gang all gets together to clean up our school on "Make a Difference Day".

Good friends forever!

Sarah Ilkhani-Pour
Life Between Summers!
Let the Good Times Roll!
Megan Knoth, Andy Mills and Brianna Diegel are all decked out in red and black to show their school spirit.

Gina Greco, Meghan Krafft and Elizabeth Anker take a minute to pose for the camera before class starts.
Ryan Atty, Jeff Gorecki, Lauren Switalski, Andrew Harris and Nick Mitich take a step back in time!

Here’s Keith Jones just kicking back before another school day starts. He certainly looks comfortable!
Michelle Lefort  Gordon Lemasters  Stephanie Lin  Noah Loiselle  Robert Lyon  Kim Mahlmeister
Andrew Manor  Marcello Marchesini  Sam Marino  Erik Markstrom  John Marshall  Andrew Masnari
Kristen Matheson  Dan Matley  Zach Matyiku  Rachel Mauer  Katherine Maxim  Sadie McClymont
Adam McCormick  Cameron McNamara  Daniel McNeish  Mackenzie Melvin  Andrew Middlemass  Kellen Miglio
Allison Mikels  Nicholas Mitich  Laura Moehle  Allyse Moore  Robert Moore  Gabby Mortimer
Good friends, Joey Polidori, Casey Gingell, Lauryn Brennan and Nicole Premo share a good laugh.

Mike Burke, Adam Dillard and Mike Nienhaus are all smiles for our camera.
friends helping friends...

Taking Time To Care
**Football**


---

**Cross Country**

Seventh Grade Girls Basketball


Eighth Grade Girls Basketball

BOYS BASKETBALL - Seventh Grade

Bottom Row: Brian Dulzo, Gordie LeMasters, Brian Carroll, Kellen Miglio, Ryan Burdette, Dan Dulzo. Middle Row: Jasen Turnbull, Andi Manor, Samir Nahkle, Joe Ray, Chase Dehne, Robbie Moore. Top Row: Dominic Benavides, Paul Young, Xander Dobreff, Coach Purcell, Markstrom, Dan McNeish, Jeff Gorecki.

BOYS BASKETBALL - Eighth Grade

Bottom Row: Clay Paciorek, Chris McGuire, Joey Perpich, Campy Smith, Kyle Binford, Chris VanderVoort. Middle Row: Brandon Barkoski, Buttery, Mark Stuber, Steve Clark, Mike Cornelius, Mike Nienhaus, Derek Mohacsi. Top Row: Ren Tukys, Luke Crawford, Mike Kostowny, C Hall, Mike Burke, Doug Hasse, Jake Hoernschmeyer.
CHEERLEADERS - Seventh Grade

Bottom Row: Libby Wilson, Ashley Abbruzzi, Anna Jachimowicz, Amanda Harkness, Maria Palazeti, Lauren Bishop. Middle Row: Allie Michaels, Renee Rietow, Kristen DeBear, Mo Gruley. Top Row: Sarah Anker, Coach Dana Hedke, Keather Quick.

CHEERLEADERS - Eighth Grade

Bottom Row: Lindsay Williams, Rachel Deneau, Kristen Shapero, Kelly Maximiuk, Andrea Manney, Megan Monticciolo, Katie Jingozian. Middle Row: Joan Barry, Ronak Vashi, Susan Cavicchioli. Back Row: Ashley Herpich, Coach Dana Hedke, Ashley Necci.
VOLLEYBALL - Seventh Grade


VOLLEYBALL - Eighth Grade

Bottom Row: Kelly Lockman, Bryn Smetana, Heide Taylor, Megan Monticiollo, Jessica Reuter. Row 2: Casey Gingell, Jackie Taylor, Kristen Hayes, Kate Hawthorne, Katie Trentacosta, Kristen Engstrom. Top Row: Lesley Barton, Megan Beger, Sarah Comai, Katie Weicksel, Liz Fields, Lauren Hill, Lindsay Williams, Coach VanderVeer.
Breaking Records!
Sarah Carr, Ava Ohlgren and Anna Step take a minute to recoup after yet another phenomenal meet.

Go, Girl, Go!
Sarah Bardsley expertly makes the turn to help her team do their best in the relay.
School Improvement Committee

School Improvement Committee members include: Anne Schubert, 7th grade, Lindsay Hagan, 6th grade and Jackson Doyle representing 8th grade.

Sunny, the cockatoo, carries on a conversation with this seventh grader.
STUDENT COUNCIL OFFICERS
Ron Kettlehut, Treasurer; Heide Taylor, Vice President; Sachin Khare, Secretary; Matt Wollack, President.
MATH COUNTS

Row 1: Donald Li, Ashwin Arab, Stephanie Hudolin, Liz Souther, Albert Tang, Mike Huang, Michelle Steiner, Matthew Swartz. Row 2: Lindy Williams, Virginia Calkins, Chris Vandervoort, John Wang, Lily Li, Ryan Wiska, Daria Kim. Row 3: Sachin Khare, Christina Black, Gerd Hjelmberg, Tom Jackson, Steve Clark, Grace Huang.

PTSA REFLECTIONS

KMO - ALL SCHOOL


KMO - SIXTH GRADE

GEOGRAPHY BEE FINALISTS

Row 1: Ashwin Arab, Zach Matyiku, Evan Gerish, Alex Sashlo, Andrea Flynn, Hanna Matyiku.  
Row 2: Andrew Kelly, Tim Monforton, Michel Bohnert, Stephanie Bommarito, Daphna Raz.

SCIENCE FAIR WINNERS

Bethany Flayer, Lindsay Williams, Sarah Ilkhani-Pour, Jon Herndon, Miles Foxworth, Lauren Hill, Katie Trentacosta.  
Row 2: Nikita Vardya, Larry, Tim Monforton, Stephanie Bommarito, Renee Casey, Kelly Maximiuk, Brianna Burish, Emily McClish.  
Row 3: Ashley Wilkes, Garrett, Grace Huang, Sachin Khare, Pat Uetz, Jackie Taylor, Erin Kennedy, Andrea Engles.  
Row 4: Jeff Nash, Brandon Laing, Tom Jackson, Tom, Shaun Hess, Bobby Johnson, Trisha Thomas.
ODYSSEY OF THE MIND

Jamie Cotrone, Shannon Sestak, Kristen Nuyen

SCIENCE OLYMPIAD

Row 1: Albert Tang, Adam Finch, Andrew Kelly, Kristin Randall, Michelle Steiner, Max Pierson, Marcello Marchesini, Michael Bahnert, Allison Holmes, Stephanie Hudolin, Jonathan Pace.
Cast and Crew of Hillside's School Play

First:
Top Row: Greta Spivey, Ashley Wilkes.
2nd Row: Kyle Binford, Chris Jeffery, Matt Wegzin.

Queen of the Silent Scream"

Understudies:
Grant Ponte, Christina Black, Deanna Willis and Mike Zervos.

Stage Crew:
ENCORE CHOIR


SOLOISTS AND ENSEMBLE CHOIR

WOMEN'S SELECT CHOIR - Seventh Grade


MEN'S SELECT CHOIR - Seventh Grade

MEN'S SELECT CHOIR - Eighth Grade

Row 1: Chris Doud, Alex Klinkhamer, Elliot Njus, Kyle Binford, Jon Herndon, Miles Foxworth. Row 2: Mrs. Kopistainskiy, Tin, Chris Vandervoort, Ryan Pyatenko, Zach Barry, Luke Shirock. Row 3: Grant Ponte, Alex Manor, Mac Swearengen, Mike L

WOMEN'S SELECT CHOIR - Eighth Grade

STATE HONORS CHOIR

Row 1: Katelyn Naber, Kristen Hayes, Trisha Santoro.
Row 2: Taylor Pollifrone, Grace Huang, Ellen Storch, Mrs. Kopistiansky.
SIXTH GRADE BAND - Hour 2


SIXTH GRADE BAND - Hour 3

SIXTH GRADE BAND - Hour 4

1: Regina Matthew, Deanna Willis, Nicole Lockwood, Erica Frogner, Keegan Warner, Lizzie Nash, Emily Morris, O’Malley King, Sarah Jarosz.


SIXTH GRADE BAND - Hour 5

SEVENTH GRADE BAND - Hour 1


SEVENTH GRADE BAND - Hour 6

EIGHTH GRADE BAND


SOLO AND ENSEMBLE BAND

Row 1: Andrea Petres, Scott Rinnas, Gerard Powell, Jason Harris, Albert Tang, Brian Carroll, Will Fankell, Chad Grundell, Rick Bentley, Brian Row 2: Renee Shaw, Rachel Reuter, Emily Pines, Lily Li, Dan Williams, Scott Bowdich, Kyle Binford, Danielle Hirka, Brittany Myers, Amy Row 3: Sarah Bardsey, Amanda Clarin, Andrea Engles, Katie Weickel, Shyanya Savage, Shruti Agrawal, Josh Ermatinger, Kevin Kostowry, Marcello Marchesini, Andrew Masnari. Row 4: Christina Black, Hans Dietrich, Tom Jackson, Steve Clark, Jake Hoernschmeyer, and Stambouian.
JAZZ BAND


FUTURE CITIES

Accept the CHALLENGE

Dan Dulzo, Stephanie Lin, Stephanie Bommarito, Jake Hoernschemeyer.
Remember the good times....
Dr. Radwanski
A Real Class Act!

He was just an awesome principal!

Cadillac Lunches!!
What a neat idea...and what a great car.

Dr. Rad sure made the move from Hillside to Cooke a smooth one for students, teachers and parents!
Dare to be different!